ABSTRACT. We consider for a > 0, the convex combinations f(z)
INTRODUCTION.
Let S, K, S* and C denote the classes of analytic functions in the unit disc E {z:
zl < i} which are respectively univalent, close-to-convex, starlike, and convex. In [1, 2] , a new subclass C* of univalent functions was introduced and studied.
A function f, analytic in E, belongs to C* if and only if there exists a convex function g such that for z g E, Re (zf'(z))' > O. ( 
and from this it follows that 1
where Re h(z) > 0, since F e S*.
Differentiating both sides of (2.5), we obtain 1/2 this result has been proved in [7] .
As an easy consequence of (1. 
